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TOPICS OF
DISCUSSION

What is volunteer orientation & training?

The difference between orientation vs. training

Benefits of orientation & training
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4 Creating positive introductions & organizing

materials.
5 Benefits of creating a training program



WHAT IS VOLUNTEER ORIENATION & TRAINING?

Giving volunteers the opportunity to

learn about your Agency, mission, and

values

Welcoming of new volunteers

Outlining roles, expectations,

responsibilities. 

orientation & training can be
a defining factor in the

retention of your volunteers

Fact:



THE
DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN
ORIENTATION
VS. TRAINING

Orientation and traning are
two different things. 

Orientation should have a
focus on the overview of your

Agency and should be an
informational session.

Training should be a hands on
learning experience. Volunteers
should have a training shift or
more with the support from a
staff. Giving the opportunity

to observe before
participating.



WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS TO

ORIENTATION?

Building confidence
Decresing risk when
volunteers are on

site
Creating a positive

public image with well
trained, strong

volunteers.
Retention of

volunteers because
they have been
properly trained.



What are the
benefits to
training? Builds confidence

Allows opportunity for questions to be answered

Volunteers feel supported

Volunteers want to come back because they had significant

support

Reduces risk 

Gives the opportunity to give constructive feedback and

encouragement



Consider
Orientation

Settings

Group
Orientations

Individual
Orientation

Virtual
Orientation

Allows learning opportunities among volunteers,

creates relationship building.

Creates relationship

building with

coorindator or

manager. One on one

focus with new

volunteers.

You can deliver the same

orientation virtually, it saves

time and resources to conduct

virtually. Paperwork can be

sent and signed virtually as

well.



Organizing Material 
Make sure your handbooks are updated

Create Orientation outline & checklists

Create a power point version of your handbook (including

pictures, graphics)

Have copies of information ready for orientation & training.

Positive Introductions
Introductions are the most important

first step to successful, dedicated

volunteers. The first time a volunteer

enters the work environment, they

should feel positivity and support. This

can be done very easily! 

Be prepared for their orientation and training day.

Don't forget about them and don't be late.

Have your material organized, copies and files to place them in.

Have necessary items ready (name tags, tshirts...)

Connect with the appropriate staff who may be interacting with volunteers.

Facilitate introductions.

Be available for questions! 





PAPER WORK TO INCLUDE IN
YOUR ORIENTATION

Health Forms
Declaration of Confidentiality 

Code of Conduct
Volunteer Agreement

Duty to Report
 



FOLLOW - UP WITH
VOLUNTEERS

After orientation is complete and before the
first training shift, check in with volunteers to

see how they're feeling.

They may have taken in a lot of information
and will only have questions or concerns

afterwards. 

A follow up could prevent a volunteer from
choosing not to continue because of feeling

overwhelemed, unsure or nervous.



Creating a Volunteer Training Program

Do you have budget for a training program? (staff time, material, refreshments)
Identify the specific information & skills you want them to learn.

Plan your content. 
Plan your teaching method - studies show that adults retain 20% of material

presented in a lecture style.
Switching up your practices/methods (i.e. using real scenarios that allow

volunteers to problem solve)
Conducting evaluations to improve practices



"When it comes to orientation and training, it has prepared me for

the ups and downs, and what can be expected from day to day

duties that come with being a volunteer. Ultimately, it has

prepared me to be the best volunteer that I can possible be."

 

- Nicolas

"The orientation answered all of my questions and the in person

training allowed me to feel supported, since I was nervous to start.

Both the coordinator and staff I was working with made me feel

comfortable as a leader in training"

 

- Brendan

 

"As a student, I had never worked in this field before. Having

adequate orientation, guidelines, and support allowed me to

become a better placement student and ultimately allowing me

to become a staff!"

 

-Heather







Today's Resources

https://www.galaxydigital.com/blog/volunteer-training/

https://www.galaxydigital.com/blog/volunteer-orientation/

https://volpro.net/managing-volunteers/volunteer-training/

https://www.volunteerhub.com/blog/volunteer-training-

program/

https://volunteer.ca/ccvi


